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PPG MISSION STATEMENT 

• The Peel Preservation Group is committed to preserving the         
       natural qualities of the Peel-Harvey Catchment and Estuary. 
• The Peel Preservation Group provides an opportunity for all people             
       to contribute to the preservation of the natural environment. 
• The Peel Preservation Group is committed to ensuring that the      
       natural biodiversity and integrity of life is preserved.  
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A PEEL PRESERVATION GROUP PUBLICATION 

I’m glad they are 

planning to build 

at Keralup! Lots 

more people! This 

will ensure OUR 
sustainability ! 



Peel Preservation Group Inc. 
 

Thanks David Templeman for his 
ongoing support of our Newsletter 
and the reprinting of our application 

forms. 
The Boil Family Trust does great work 

for the community. 
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Thank you to:  
Thanks to Lyn for her great drawings. 
Shirley Joiner for her submissions and articles 
and support and last minute arrangements.  
Caroline Knight and Gary Whyborn for their 
informative articles. 
Jill and Linda for their reports which help to 
spread the word and keep us all informed. 
Regards Coral.  
 

& many thanks to Coral for producing most 
of this newsletter on the eve of her departure 
to London. Bon Voyage and don’t be away 
too long! 

Great news.  
 

In Russia the World Heritage Committee, comprising 21 
countries from around the world who oversee World 
Heritage sites, passed recommendations calling on the 
Australian Government to take urgent action to save the 
Great Barrier Reef!  
 

It's great news for our campaign to protect the reef, a 
campaign that began with the petition you signed alongside 
101,935 other Australians. When we delivered that petition 
to UNESCO months ago, with tens of thousands of personal 
submissions, we knew it was crucial that we influence this 
meeting in St. Petersburg.  
 

That's why, in partnership with Greenpeace, we engaged 
World Heritage expert Alec Marr to travel to St Petersburg to 
lobby delegates on our behalf at the annual World Heritage 
Committee meeting in St Petersburg.  
 

Switzerland, Colombia and India spoke out about the global 
significance of the Great Barrier Reef and the need for it to 
be protected. They urged greater caution from Australia in 
its approach to developments along the coast and 
supported UNESCO's set of recommendations. Those 
recommendations are a strong and clear and call on 
Australia to:  
"Not permit any new port development or associated 
infrastructure outside of the existing and long-
established major port areas within and adjoining the 
property." 
UNESCO set Australia a deadline: the 1st of February 
2013, by which time the Australian Government has to 
provide evidence that they have made progress in 
protecting the Reef. If they fail to do so, Australia's most 
iconic natural area and a major economic driver of the 
tourism industry will officially be listed as "in danger".  
 

We have to avoid that at all cost. The "in danger" listing is 
an acknowledgement that the Reef is in real peril of losing 
the very characteristics which saw it listed as a World 
Heritage site in the first place.  
 

It's now up to our movement to hold the Federal and 
Queensland governments to account, to keep the pressure 
on the mining magnates, and to continue to build 
international consensus that urgent action must be taken to 
save the Great Barrier Reef. We'll be in touch about next 
steps on the campaign.  
 

For now, we should reflect on the amazing things our 
movement has been able to achieive. We delivered a 
massive petition of over 100,000 signatures, attended a 
public rally in Cairns, shared videos with our friends, run ads 
in the Financial Times across Asia and almost 10,000 of us 
made personal submissions to the UNESCO delegation to 
Australia, which greatly impressed on them just how 
important the Reef is to Australians. Your submissions make 
inspiring reading and there could be no greater proof that 
with our passion we can and will save the Great Barrier 
Reef now and for generations to come! All 9,523 
submissions are too big to download so here's a small 
portion of some of the best submissions in the booklet.  
 

Thanks for being part of this.  
 

Paul and Justine, for the GetUp team  
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sponsors who would like to pay for some 

advertising space in our magazine. 

If you are aware of a suitable 

(environmentally friendly) sponsor please 

hand their name onto Shirley at the 

office.  

communities of algae and cyanobacteria. Western 
Australia contains the oldest microbialite fossils at 
3.5 million years and our Lake Clifton supports the 
largest know examples of living, non-marine 
microliolites in the southern hemisphere. 
 
The World Heritage List includes 962 properties 
forming part of the cultural and natural heritage 
which the World Heritage Committee considers as 
having outstanding universal value. 
 
UNESCO’s World Heritage Convention seeks to 
encourage the identification, protection and 
preservation of cultural and natural heritage 
around the world – sites which are considered to 
be of outstanding value to humanity. 
 
UNESCO's World Heritage mission encourages 
countries to sign the Convention and to ensure the 
protection of their natural and cultural heritage. It 
encourages the establishment of management 
plans, providing technical assistance, professional 
training and emergency assistance for World 
Heritage sites in immediate danger.Local 
populations are  encouraged to participate in the 
preservation of their cultural and natural heritage. 
Having significant assets such as Lake Clifton and 
the Yalgorup Lake system in our region, we have 
a serious responsibility to ensure the best possible 
protection. 
 
Sites in Australia are - Great Barrier Reef, 
Kakadu National Park, Willandra Lakes Region, 
Lord Howe Island Group, Tasmanian Wilderness, 
Gondwana Rainforests of Australia, Uluru-Kata 
Tjuta National Park. Wet Tropics of Queensland, 
Shark Bay- Western Australia, Fraser Island, 
Australian Fossil Mammal Sites (Riversleigh / 
Naracoorte), Heard and McDonald Islands, 
Macquarie Island, Greater Blue Mountains Area, 
Purnululu National Park, Royal Exhibition Building 
and Carlton Gardens, Sydney Opera House, 
Australian Convict Sites and Ningaloo Coast.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Thrombolites at Lake Clifton are an ongoing concern  

 

THE  COCKATOO’S  PLEA 
(inspired by the lovely sketch of cockatoos 

in the Peel Preservation Group’s April newsletter) 
 
 
People, please listen!    It’s not getting through! 
It’s nearly too late for the majestic cockatoo 
Some folk are aware -  they’re doing their best 
          to wake up the senses, and hearts, of the rest 
 
It’s time  I  reached out  -  we’re desperate, you see, 
We just need clean water,  food,  and some trees 
Like all native fauna, who all need their spots 
We have our own places, we don’t want  ‘the lot’ 
 
Why did it start?  The shame and the greed 
Destroying the chance for nature to breed 
Such short term thinking, so selfish the gains 
                  that defy natural order, and all it sustains 
 
I’ve hoped you would see, I was sure it would show. 
What will it take for your leaders to know 
                   that It’s nearly too late – so much 
damage is done 
Just a window is left   -   the end has begun 
 
HOW DARE YOU DESTROY US!  We’re older than 
time 
Free in our habitats ,  others,   and mine 
We  know the limits, and how to contain 
We only produce what the earth can sustain 
 
How many more species of animals and birds 
             will be just a memory  -  never again heard 
 
Have you been listening?   It’s  me  talking now! 
While I still have life, let me show you how 
There’s not enough food,  or  trees for the night --- 
PLEASE, CHANGE THE FUTURE, care for our 
plight!! 
 
Written on behalf of all living things being caused 
suffering and displacement by means other than 
natural causes. 
 
©  Jeanette Kilminster  03.05.2012. 
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ICLEI Oceania June 2012 e News  
Rio+20: Hand brake or lift off? 
 

Whilst the dust has barely settled, the reality is that the 
UN Conference on Sustainable Development held in Rio 
de Janeiro from 20 – 22 June failed to enact any 
agreements and set national governments on a pathway 
to sustainability. Whilst Rio+20 did not turn out to be 
Rio-20 it was unable to achieve what Heads of State 
achieved 20 years ago with the adoption of Agenda 21.  
Despite being the largest gathering of world leaders by 
the United Nations and with over 40,000 delegates from 
local government, sub regional government, NGOs, 
business and civil society there was not the impetus to 
achieve what we had all hoped!  
Back to cities to lead! 
But without trying to gild the lily there were outcomes for 
local government that will I believe build investment in 
sustainable city/regional communities both at home and 
abroad. For without such investment the calamitous 
outcomes predicted as a result of rapid urbanisation and 
population increases together with the impacts of climate 
change there will be a response by national 
governments unilaterally and in some instances 
multilaterally. And they will need us! So whilst 
international agreement still seems a long way off there 
is a recognition by most political leaders of all 
persuasions and levels of government that no response 
is not an option. To remain unsustainable is not viable 
economically, socially, environmentally nor will be 
politically . 
The ICLEI Oceania delegation reported on previously, 
included representatives from Australian and New 
Zealand local government sectors. We were certainly 
seen and heard at the ICLEI World Congress and the 
Rio+20 Global Town Hall. Not only were we able to tell 
our stories but heard many innovative and 
transformative approaches by cities as we networked 
and built relationships to no doubt be sustained beyond 
our meeting. We were also able to be present at 
Australian Government Delegation briefings and 
attended the briefing at which Prime Minister Gillard 
attended and spoke. 
Given that the Prime Minister has been appointed to 
head the high-level eminent persons panel to oversee 
the development of the Sustainable Development Goals 
our Government is well placed to ensure that the role of 
local government is expressed in one of the key goals – 
Sustainable Cities.  
So whilst the handbrake is still on at an international 
level there should be a degree of optimism in the local 
government sector that we have been given a kick start 
that needs to be exerted in both Australia and New 
Zealand by ICLEI members and the sector to ensure 
sustainable growth in our cities and towns. 
In her media release during Rio+20, Barbara Norman, 

Foundation Chair, Urban & Regional Planning, 
University of Canberra and a member of the 
ICLEI Oceania delegation stated – ‘Some will say Rio 5 

+ 20 is just more talkfest. Maybe Q but that’s up to us. 
One thing I am sure of: as our cities expand and regions 
develop, local communities will be demanding action by 
our political leaders. We can deliver more of the same or 
we can build upon the recent step changes and provide 
the foundation for a very sustainable future for Australia 
and its economic place within the region’. 
As the UN Secretary General speaking in the Global 
Town Hall passionately and eloquently put it –  ‘The road 
to sustainability runs through the world’s cities and 
towns. By building sustainable towns and cities, you will 
build global sustainability’ He went on to say, ‘The 
country is the sum of cities. If cities do not work, then 
countries cannot work’. Ban Ki-moon ended, appealing to 
Mayors to further intensify their work beyond Rio+20. 
Martin Brennan 
ICLEI Oceania 
CEO & Regional Director 
  
For more information on the World Congress and the 
Global Town Hall visit - http://www.iclei.org/ 

_________________________________________ 

 

What took us so long? 
 
On 26th June 2012 the City of Mandurah Council 
passed the following motion – 
 

‘That the Chief Executive 
Officer investigate and report 
back to Council on the 
processes required to be 
pursued in seeking the World 
Heritage Listing of Lake Clifton 
and the Yalgorup Lakes 
System.’ 

 
The reason given for the motion is that Lake 
Clifton and the thrombolite community is an iconic 
natural wonder of the world. 
 
The Thrombolites (or stromatolite-like 
microbiolites) have great scientific importance as 
they provide the oldest evidence of life on earth. 
A Microbiolite is a sedimentary body formed on 
the bed of a lake, from the remains of benthic 
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Inspecting the Estuary 
 

Greens Senator, Giz Watson, Bruce 
Tatham and Shirley on Colin Elton’s boat 
inspecting the bare patches on the 
estuary bed caused by dredge spoil.  
 
Giz is the only ‘non-local’ politician who has 
met with locals to discuss the Pt Grey issue. 
We thank Colin for making the boat available 
and Bruce tor sharing his wealth of knowledge 
gaining from most of his lifetime spent on the 
river and estuary 
 
 

Welcome to Our New Members 
 

Farid Bagheri & Nooshin Forghani 
Two years ago we decided to change our future. We knew there would be some challenges we might face 
while we start our adventurous trip. We have imagined a wonderful, new world in our mind. That was 
Australia. The environment, sunshine, ocean, birds, kangaroo and nice people. I worked as an agricultural 
researcher and Nooshin was a dentist. We have just immigrated to Australia five months ago. We are 
interested in environmental activities. We respect the nature that gives us every thing. We love birds and 
walking on beach sand like a happy couple. We would like to know more about Australian culture and be a 
member of community. We finally found Peel Preservation Group and now, we are members of it. 
 

������ 

Hi all, 
I am Gary Whyborn. I don’t mind too much who I’m called or how you spell it; just don’t call me late for a 
good meal. 
Kerry-Ann and I moved to WA from Ruakaka, a small beach settlement 1.5 hour north of Auckland, New 
Zealand. With not a lot happening during the economic downturn which hit NZ hard, Northland wasn’t the 
best place to be for an Environmental Consultant. 
I thought WA was great when visiting with a Gold Coast school group back in the 70’s and certainly the 
weather this winter confirms first impressions (shame about the humidity last summer though, made me think 
I was back in Qld). Perth has changed a lot in 3 decades but Mandurah has all the charm I remembered 
Perth having back then. Let’s hope we get the growth right team. 
My life has been pretty much about enjoying what the environment has to offer with the credence of see it all 
but leave nothing but foot-prints. As I begin to mature (adolescence fades around 45) I realise I have 
inadvertently taken more than I should and enjoy giving back to the environment what I should have tried 
harder to stop. 
I look forward to interacting with you all at PPG! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stop Press - Pt Grey 
State Environment Minister Bill Marmion has 

given his approval for the digging of the 

proposed Channel across the estuary to Pt 

Grey. 

Federal Environment Minister Tony Burke is 

our last chance to appeal against the decision 

to irreparably damage our precious estuary. 

Email him -  

Tony.Burke.MP@environment.gov.au 

The Next Coffee Morning is on  

Saturday 28
th
 July at 10 am  

 at the ‘Stage Door’ near MPAC  

         for a chat and a catch-up 
                  See you there!! 

 
 

Next Meeting -  
 

Thursday 2nd August - 6.30pm  
at Our Office 

Suite 6, 63 Ormsby Tce.  

All Welcome  



waterways” 
 
The impacts of climate change necessitate a change in the 
approach to managing the exposure of the public to 
mosquitos. Land planning uses need to allow for higher 
water levels, new and expanded inundation and the 
consequent impacts on mosquito breeding in order to avoid 
escalating mosquito and mosquito-borne disease impacts. 
(CLAG). 
 
Given that the WAPC is already drafting into the State 
Coastal Planning Policy an increase in the sea level rise from 
0.38m to 0.9m and also introducing the application of the 
Precautionary Principle for land use planning within areas of 
coastal hazard risk, the effects of climate change are clearly 
significant and need to be carefully considered for the 
proposed Keralup development.The government’s Health 
Impacts of Climate Change Adaptation strategies for West 
Australia predict that the impacts of climate change will have 
significant effects on human health. The report indicates that 
vector borne diseases such as RRV and BFV will be come 
more significant, with the potential for more exotic diseases 
and vectors to be established.  
 
Of concern are events such in May 2000 when the Health 
Department extended its Australian Encephalitis warning 
following unprecedented detection of the virus south of the 
Murchison River. This mosquito borne disease can be 
potentially fatal. 
 
In summary, the literature states that there is now clear 
evidence that in most years there is an increased risk of 
being diagnosed with RRV or BFV disease for people living 
within 3km of tidal saltmarshes. 
Best possible management practices of mosquitos do not 

appear to be reducing the incidence of these notifiable 
diseases for populations that have been located close to 
wetlands. 

Climate change will most probably increase the mosquito 
breeding areas as tide levels increase. 

On going chemical control can have a significant impact on 
fauna. Although there are environmentally sensitive 
mosquito control agents registered for use in Australia, 
the broad scale nature of control activities required to 
effectively reduce mosquito populations are not 
sustainable. (Webb and Russell, 2012) 

 
Given the severity of mosquito borne diseases and the 
warnings from many expert sources within the community I 
fail to understand why the WAPC would knowingly of expose 
future populations to high levels of mosquito activity by 
placing them in wetlands close to areas of tidal salt marsh 
such as the proposed Keralup development. In my opinion it 
would be an immoral act to knowingly place people at risk. 
 
We call upon the 
WAPC to look at 

the well-
documented 

evidence and act 
responsibly 
when making 
decisions that 
can have such 
significant 

impacts on the 
environment and 
human health. 

 
 

Caroline Knight 
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MOSQUITOES  
 WHY WE SHOULD NOT DEVELOP AT KERALUP. 
 
The West Australian Planning Committee is 
proposing to rezone a portion of the area as the first 
step towards the Keralup Development. Members of 
Peel Preservation Group attended a hearing to 
Appeal this proposal. Among environmental issues 
we presented the serious issue of Mosquitoes which 
have been identified as one of the key environmental 
issues that impact the proposed Keralup 
development. 
 
As I’m sure you are aware mosquitoes are a natural 
part of Australian wetlands and tidal salt marshes. 
They are a food source for frogs, fish, bats and birds. 
Apart from the impacts of nuisance biting they carry 
the very real risks associated with the transmission of 
disease causing pathogens to humans.  
 
Ross River virus (RRV) and Barmah Forest virus 
(BFV) are responsible for approximately 5000 cases 
of human disease reported every year in Australia.
(Webb and Russell 2012)  
 
The Peel Mosquito Management Group have just 
completed their most demanding mosquito season to 
date. The 2011/2012-mosquito season has seen a 
record number of 26 aerial treatments in order to 
combat the consistent larval activity. In total 
5453Hectares were treated in comparison to the 
3414 Ha for the previous season. Despite the 
comprehensive management as of the 3rd of May 187 
cases of RRV and 31 cases of BFV have been 
reported in the Peel Region. The impact of this 
disease in terms of financial and social cost is yet to 
be determined.Clearly management is not the 
solution to this serious health issue.  
 
Mosquitoes have been identified as a relevant 
environmental factor affecting the proposed Keralup 
development. The Department of Health has 
expressed concern that mosquito populations on and 
off site would seriously threaten the health and 
lifestyle of prospective residents. 
 
The Review of the Contiguous Local Authorities 
Group (CLAG) report states “Government planners at 
State and local levels appear to be resistant to the 
need for buffers around wetlands that reflect 
mosquito dispersal distances” and “clearly, stronger 
planning mechanisms are urgently needed to restrict 
development on land that is impacted by mosquitoes 
or may be in the future” 
 
The Mosquito Control Task Force Report to Cabinet 
June 1990 made the following conclusions and 
recommendations: 
“the Health Department has a state-wide charter to 

ensure the protection of public health” 
“the threat to public health from mosquitoes is a 

state-wide phenomenon which is likely to become 
more acute in the future” 

“government involvement is necessary to ensure 
that a minimal environmental impact occurs from 
actions taken for mosquito control” 

The report goes on to state “the mosquito problem 
exists because development has occurred close to 

THE EROSION OF POINT GREY 
PPG submission to the Environmental Protection  

Authority - Prepared by Gary Whyborn 
 

The proposition to construct a channel from Point Grey to the 
Dawesville Channel is to invite decimation to Point Grey. 
Loss of foreshore on the north-west of the point will impact 
on an area that “contains an unusual combination of 
species” (RPS sect 4.2.2.1) and the unique vegetation types 
found there. The proposed channel runs just short of 
perpendicular to the estuary and will extend the full width. 
Erosion 

While potential erosion resulting from the groynes at Point 
Grey is expected be minimal (Asia-Pacific asa, sect 3.2), 
current erosion along the western shoreline of point Grey is 
increasing the pressure on the vegetation contained within 
this unique landscape. The excessive degradation is the 
result of added pressure exerted on the foreshore witnessed 
following the development of the Dawesville Channel.  
While it is difficult to model wave action to quantify the 
increase in erosion following the dredging of the Point Grey 
Channel, calculations are possible for sediment movement 
which infer accretion and this protection the progradation 
offers will dramatically reduce. (Savenije (2005) is clear with 
his statement of the failure being rapid while the repatriation 
or accretion slower. 
Sediment Transfer  
Resuspension of the larger particles, 250-1000mm, accounts 

for over 60% of mobile sediment within the eastern portion of 

the Harvey Estuary and a wind speed of <5ms-1 is required 

for a suitable fetch to contain measurable sediment 

(Gabrielson and Lukatelich). The prevailing wind suitable for 

generating sediment transfer for this region is from the south 

through west (Asia-Pacific asa, fig2-1). The steady wave 

action creates a net aggregation of material on the eastern 

shoreline of the estuary that should counter the erosion to 

point Grey in a balanced environment. Most of this sediment 

is particulate carried in waves within the lower portion of the 

water column and this transfer system can be observed as 

stationary wave forms on the estuary bed when negligible 

wind and current action allows visibility. 

Were a channel created that intersected the sediment flow, a  
multilayer Saint-Venant equation that relates sediment 
transport to the flow parameters would infer a decline in the 
suspended load capabilities over the channel. The sediment 
load, particularly in the water column adjacent to the estuary 
bed where most of mobile sediment is contained, reduces as 
the cross-sectional area increases when moving into deeper 
water. This significant effect, for the multi-layer system for 
movable bed dynamics, when coupled with the Exner 
equation results, calculates the deposition of sediment in the 
channel.  
Once deposited in the channel the sediment is removed from 
the wind-borne wave system and resuspension for accretion 
to Point Grey reduces from slow to approaching 0 as the 
fetch distance from the channel to the shoreline decreases. 
Sediment transfer from the west through north-west is 
predominantly degradation of the foreshore during storm 
events. This material is deposited in the estuary to be later 
resuspended. With no channel to impede the sediment flow, 
suspended particles are able to slowly deposit, under the 
steady south-west winds, along the eastern Harvey Estuary 
foreshore.    
Conclusion 
Erosion from the groynes at Point Grey will be minimal; the 
effect on progradation north of the proposed groyne is the 
concern.  
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Unfortunately the current accretion north of the 
proposed channel to Point Grey has been unable to 
sustain the north western stretch of the foreshore in 
recent years. Progradation would be rendered negligible 
to the foreshore north of Point Grey Channel following 
the dredging, resulting in irreversible foreshore loss 
during west through north-west storm events, and 
accelerating the decline of this uniquely vegetated area. 
The Point Grey Channel must not be formed. 
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Heritage & Environment Partnership  
Consultation has created a new partnership 

Who are we? 
We are a partnership of individuals who care for our 
heritage and natural environment, who met at the 
Mapping the Community Workshop on 30 April 2012   
What are our aims? 
To keep the uniqueness of Mandurah. 
To preserve our indigenous and pioneer heritage, our 
waterways and our flora and fauna. 
To encourage pride in our assets, and instil a sense of 
place. 
How are we going to meet our aims? 

1.Meet regularly to work on common goals and support 
each other's organisations. 
2.Collaborate, network, and complement each other's 

strengths. 
3.Share skills, knowledge, information, assets and other 

resources. 
4.Communicate with and educate young people to 

provide them with informed choices and with 
opportunities to enjoy the environment and share 
responsibility for it. 
5.Listen to and tell stories. 
6.Promote awareness of local issues by communicating 

with other groups, with the public and with the City. 
7.Consider the spiritual aspects of our aims, not just the 

physical. 
8.Motivate and ignite passion into the electorate to 
overcome widespread cynicism following the Creery 

Wetlands decision. 
9.Challenge the "it's not in my back yard so I don't 

care" mentality. 
10.Market our ideas by email and on the internet, 

including facebook. 

11.Lend our voices to each other's events and               

   campaigns.   Linda Thorpe 


